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 „In the Sue firm. 

In the chairman‟s workplace, Yvonne was deeply bothered by the recent cooperation. In 

order to revitalize the firm, a new teamwork needs to be developed. However, for Yvonne, 

this matter was challenging. 

Nevertheless, the old lady of the Sue family had straight cut off the previous teamwork in 

order to concentrate on business in the west of the city. As the claiming goes, the steed will 

not turn back. But in this situation, Yvonne had no choice but to get in touch with those 

people once more. 

It was simple to lose the cooperation, yet it was hard to select it up again. 

At this time, Yvonne‟s aide strolled right into the workplace and stated in a panic, 

“Chairman, something happened.” 

” What‟s the issue? Why are you in such a hurry?” Yvonne asked. 

” The daddies of several managers of companies intend to see you. It appears that they have 

poor intents,” the aide claimed. 

” The papa of the company‟s employer?” 

Hearing this, Yvonne was confused. “These people shouldn‟t supervise of the business‟s 

events as well as enjoy their seniority. Why did they instantly come to me?” 

Just as Yvonne will ask that it was, a loud noise came from outside the workplace. The team 

of people pressed and pushed, and also even the security personnel could not stop them. 

They hurried right into the office. 

Amongst these people, some recognized, and some were strange. They were all not 

ordinary individuals in Cloud City. This made Yvonne a little puzzled. Why did such a team of 

individuals unexpectedly unite and come to her? 



” Chairman, I‟m sorry, we truly can‟t take it.” The guard said to Yvonne with trepidation. It 

was his dereliction of obligation that these people broke in. If Yvonne blamed him, he would 

possibly lose his task. 

Yvonne swung her hand and claimed, “It‟s okay. You can leave currently.” 

Hearing this, the security personnel took a breath a sigh of relief. He rejoiced that the 

present chairman was Yvonne. If it were Harvey, he would certainly have been scolded 

significantly. 

After shutting the workplace door, Yvonne asked every person, “Elders, I ask yourself why 

you involved find me so aggressively?” 

Yvonne‟s recent participation had nothing to do with these people, so their look was really 

weird. 

” Yvonne, your company is in a life-or-death situation currently. If you anger us, you can 

bankrupt the Sue family with an informal word.” 

” Some rubbish, relying on the relationship of the Sue Household, does not also respect us. 

If we don‟t educate her a lesson, she will truly concern us old men as an ill pet cat.” 

” Your Sue family members has no self-knowledge. You have actually angered Weakriver 

Real Estate, as well as now you risk to upset us. You don‟t recognize what benefits you.” 

Listening to these questions, Yvonne frowned securely. “Did the Sue Family anger them?” 

It was definitely not Yvonne that did this, so she immediately thought of Harvey. With the 

exception of him, no person would certainly make trouble for the business. 

” If Harvey annoyed you, I can tell you clearly that Harvey has nothing to do with the Sue 

household,” Yvonne claimed. 

” Harvey is absolutely nothing. He doesn‟t also have the right to see us now.” 

It‟s Samuel that prompted us. If he angers us, your business will endure.” 

” You do not want to mess up the future of Sue family‟s firm even if of a piece of trash, do 

you?” 



The few of them giggled coldly, as if they had entirely suppressed Yvonne. 

Regarding what Samuel had actually done to annoy them, Yvonne held a skeptical mindset. 

She was really clear regarding what type of individual Samuel was. How could he annoy 

these people at the same time? 

” Samuel is my other half. If he has really angered you, I can ask forgiveness to you on his 

part. However I wish to know just how he annoyed you,” Yvonne asked. 

” Go back and ask that good-for-nothing on your own.” 

” Inform him that we need to recognize the response tomorrow. Or else, do not blame us 

for being discourteous to the Sue family members.” 

” We old bones do not care concerning our very own firm, yet I‟m sure you understand what 

the point of our words is.” 

After they left arrogantly, Yvonne sighed. This group of individuals stood for a force that can 

not be ignored. It was not good information that they unified to fight against the Sue 

household. 

 


